In this paper we study continuous ow nite bu er systems with input rates modulated by Markov chains. Discrete event simulations are applied for estimating loss probabilities. The simulations are executed under a twisted version of the original probability measure (importance sampling). We present a simple rule for determining a new measure, then show that the new measure matches the`most likely' empirical measure that we expect from large deviations arguments, and nally prove optimality of the new measure.
Introduction
Let X = (X t ) t 0 be a continuous time Markov chain on a nite state space I = f1; 2; : : : ; Ng with transition rates Q = fq ij g i;j2I , and let f be a real valued function on I. We assume that min i2I f(i) < 0 and max i2I f(i) > 0. Fix B > 0 and de ne a bu er process (J t ) t 0 by J t+dt = J t + f(X t ) dt; t 0 (0 < J t < B): (1) This process describes the contents of a nite bu er in a so-called Markov modulated uid model (or simply Markov uid model). That is an input-output system with an incoming stream of packets at rate r(i) while the chain X stays in state i. The chain is said to be the arrival modulating process of the system. The admitted packets ow in a nite bu er of size B that is emptied at a constant rate of c packets. When the input rate exceeds the output rate, the bu er is lled eventually up to its size B. Packets that arrive while the bu er is full, are lost. When we de ne the ow function f by f(i) = r(i) ? c, we obtain the process (J t ) of (1) describing the number of packets in the bu er at any time t. The chain X is assumed to have a stationary distribution , such that the (equilibrium) drift of the bu er process is negative, that is h ; fi To complete (1) we set J t+dt = J t whenever J t = 0 and f(X t ) 0, or J t = B and f(X t ) 0. Otherwise (1) holds also in the boundaries. The process starts o at an arbitrary level x 2 0; B]. The idea is that tra c comes mainly in bursts or peaks alternating with quiet moments. During a burst the packets arrive (almost) constantly in time rather than due to some random time process. Each potential customer of the network is called a (Markov) source and may be associated with a suitable Markov chain X (k) for the time durations of the alternating tra c states (peak, quiet,: : :) and with a suitable rate function r (k) for the generation of packets that the customer wishes to send through the network. When several customers or connections share the same bu er, we may superimpose their chains and rate functions into one chain and rate function.
Following the bu er contents in time we observe busy cycles, each consisting of a busy period and an idle period (similarly to the traditional queueing terminology). Over ow cycles are cycles in which over ows occur. In this paper we are interested in the behaviour of the chain X during the time the bu er contents builds up from being empty to full (at level B) in an over ow cycle, called`the route to over ow'. Since the drift of the bu er is negative, the chain behaves atypical on this route. The original (typical) statistics of X are xed by the rate matrix Q and its associated invariant distribution . On the other hand, we expect that the (atypical) behaviour on the route to over ow is empirically characterised by a pair (Q ; ). Now suppose that we execute simulations of the model e.g. to estimate over ow or loss probabilities. For large bu er sizes the number of cycles not containing over ows becomes so large that the runs take too long and the estimates become unreliable. This can easily be seen by a simple calculation. Let = P(A) be the probability that an arbritrary cycle contains over ows. When 1, one says that A is a rare event. Then estimating by the average of n independent realizations of 1fAg yields a -con dence interval (^ ? t ^ ;^ + t ^ ); where t is the (1+ )=2 quantile of the standard normal distribution. Assuming = 95% and t ^ =^ t ^ = 10% we require n 400 1 ? 400 1 cycles. Moreover, in each cycle many state transitions (of X) are likely to occur.
So, the idea is to speed up the simulations by exploiting the knowledge of the chain.
Particularly, we draw samples using the rate matrix Q for state transitions. Then the typical (new) behaviour of the chain is statistically similar to the atypical behaviour originally. That means that on the average the bu er contents in a cycle starts building up along the route to over ow and will produce over ows. In order to obtain the right estimates we have to compensate the outcomes under the new regime with a factor called likelihood (or density). In other words, we apply importance sampling in Monte Carlo simulations to gain variance reductions (see e.g. Siegmund 22] propose a simple rule to calculate new transition rates q ij . Let be the associated invariant distribution. Then, in section 3 we shall prove that the empirical distribution of the chain on the route to over ow matches indeed . Section 4 sketches the use of the new measure for simulation purposes and in section 5 we give the result for models with multi input sources.
New Rate Matrix
In this and the following section we remove the boundary levels 0 and B of the bu er process (J t ). Hence we consider the process J t+dt = J t + f(X t ) dt; t 0; or J t = Z t o f(X s ) ds; t 0; and we assume J 0 = 0. The notion of this removal lies in the fact that when we observe the bu er in cycles until either it is empty again or an over ow has occurred, the boundaries do not play a role. Di erently saying, the bu er contents behaves like a so-called free bu er whose description is just given. From these properties we may conclude that there exists a unique positive root of the equation E exp( ) = 1:
Also in the appendix, we shall point out that is independent of the chosen state i .
That is, when we actually write (i) for the solution of (3) to indicate that the increments ( n ) are generated between returns to state i, we have (i); i 2 I:
Now consider a continuous time Markov chain X = (X t ) t 0 on I with transition rates Q = (q ij ) i;j2I given by solving the following set of equations. The event 2 (x; x + dx) is made up of all feasible cycles of the form given and of all duration times t k such that P r k=0 f(i k )t k = x. Summing all the corresponding densities, we obtain dF (x) = exp( x) dF(x): 2
In the next section we shall see that the drift of the bu er is positive when modulated by X . This means that many (busy) cycles cause over ows to occur, in contrast to the original bu er process. This fact will be exploited for simulation purposes in section 4.
In the rest of this section, we shall argue that the new rates q ij are uniquely solvable from system (4).
For ease of exposition we assume that all q ij > 0. We deal with N(N?1)+1 unknowns, Totally we obtain
equations, the same number as the unknowns. Also, we nd that all q ij > 0. Now suppose that an o diagonal entry is zero, say q 23 = 0, and that all other q ij > 0. We set q 23 = 0 and obtain only one equation less, viz. there is no 2-cycle 2 ! 3 ! 2. The 3-cycle containing states 1,2,3 is clearly 1 ! 3 ! 2 ! 1. This procedure continues when more entries are zero. We conclude by remarking that the set of equations (3) give easily closed form solutions in case of state transitions generated by a birth-death process (see de Veciana et al. 6] ).
The Typical Route To Over ow
In this section we characterise the behaviour of the modulating chain X during the time period that the bu er grows from empty to full. The free bu er process
has piecewise linear paths and according to the ergodic theorem J t =t converges to h ; fi almost surely for t ! 1. Scale the process in time and space as follows,
Then clearly for any t > 0, J t (B) converges to th ; fi almost surely for B ! 1, and, using continuity of the paths, for any T < 1 and > 0,
This says that J t (B) can be considered as small random perturbations of a dynamical process. Perturbed systems have been extensively studied in connection with the theory of large deviations (see e.g. Freidlin and Wentzell 10] ). Particularly, the following results are of interest for our purposes and are due to Wentzell 23] . They provide lower and upper bounds for the probability of the event that the perturbations passes inside a tubelet around some smooth function. The exact formalities are given in theorems 6. 
where (s) = f : (0) = 0; S 0T ( ) sg. The conditions under which (6) and (7) hold are technical and involve certain regularities of the processes. Let us assume that we may apply the theorems (our processes J t (B) are`nice') for paths taken from T = f : di erentiable; (0) = 0; 0 < (t) < 1 on (0; T); (T) = 1g: The event A B (T; ; ) := fsup 0 t T jJ t (B) ? (t)j < g for arbritrary > 0 corresponds to all realisations of the bu er process J t that lead to over ows (at time BT) in busy cycles while the scaled bu er contents stays within of the particular path 2 T . The event A B of an over ow in a busy cycle is composed of the union of all events A B (T; ; ).
From the inequalities (6) and (7) we deduce that the probability of an over ow IP(A B ) is bounded by the sum of (small) exponentials and therefore we approximate it by the dominating term of these exponentials: The argument for which the in mum is attained (assuming it does) is a so-called`most likely path to over ow at the given time T'. We generalize this by saying that the`most likely path leading to over ow' is the argument of inf T>0 inf 2 T S 0T ( ): (8) Using standard algebra and a convex argument we nd an optimizing path for given T (t) = t T :
Then we are left with the variational problem
Let T J be the in mizing argument and J its associated optimal path. Essentially this says that when a bu er over ow occurs, the bu er contents has grown most likely in an (almost) linear manner since being empty for the last time (see also Anantharam 
Now we wish to characterise the empirically behaviour of the modulating chain X on this most likely path to over ow. Let 
We now not only obtain the most likely path J (same as before), but also we interpret the argument of this variational problem as`the most likely distribution' of the chain that causes over ows. In other words, the drift of the bu er process during the time it builds up to an over ow, is on the average h ; fi = 1
T J :
Since we have calculated the over ow probability IP(A B ) only di erently by using empirical distributions, we must have the same limit result (10) , and hence the values of the two variational problems (9) and (12) are identical.
As is said before, we wish to show that the stationary distribution of section 2 equals . For that purpose, we consider two more versions of Wentzell's theorems. Recall the free bu er increments ( n ) between consecutive returns of X to some xed state i . The partial sums S n = n X k=1 k ;
form a random walk embedded on the bu er proces (J t ) at these return times. So, when the bu er attains high levels, the random walk does and vice versa. We again apply Wentzell's theorems. Notice that S n =n converges to E almost surely for n ! 1 according to the law of large numbers. We scale the random walk:
S t (B) = 1 B S tB ; T : (16) Now the optimizers are T and (t) = t=T . This is the`most likely path' that the random walk follows when the bu er grows to high levels. 
(G) dt;
the in mum taking from distribution functions G on IR, and
The variational problem derived from the largest term of the exponential bound in (15) becomes inf
Solving, we get an argument G which is interpreted as`the most likely distribution' of the increments n . Summarizing, we showed four variational problems whose values are all related to the limit result (10) The last equality may also be derived di erently from the contraction principle, relating levels-1 and 2 Large Deviations (see section VIII.3 in Ellis 7] ): proof. We notice that the optimal path of the random walk ( n ) {leading to high levels{ grows linearly with slope R xG (dx) = 1=T . So, apparently, H (1) (1=T ) = H (2) (G ). However, when we apply (17) 
Apply this to x = 1=T and conclude from (18) and the uniqueness of that
Take the derivative of H (1) (x) with respect to x in (19) , substitute (20) and conclude H Finally we combine (21), (22) and (23) (2) J is the large deviations rate function of the sequence (P(L t 2 U)) t , and H (2) of the sequence (P(L n 2 U)) n . Then (24) simply follows.
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Notice that we also have found the value of the variational problems:
T H (1) (1=T ) = ? ( ) = ? ( ) = :
We denote the set of all realisations of the bu er process leading to over ow by A and we assume the conditions for the inequalities (6) and (7) to hold. Then the solution of the variational problem is related to the logarithmic asymptotic loss probability: After the following section we shall present two illustrations of the simulation procedure.
Multi Input
In Section 1 we associated a customer who is connected to a communication network and who loads packets into a bu er of nite size, with a Markov chain X and a rate function r on the state space of X. The chain describes the time behaviour of the connection and the rate function re ects the loading characteristics. The bu er is emptied at a constant rate c. In this section we allow several connections loading the same bu er, independently of each other. Suppose that there are K customers connected, then customer k is recorded by a Markov chain X (k) = (X (k) t ) t 0 on a ( nite) state space I (k) with rate Q (k) , and by an input rate function r (k) on I (k) . It is a matter of a simple transformation to obtain the model of Section 1. The (vector) process X = (X (1) t ; : : :; X (K) t ) is a Markov chain on I = I (1) I (K) and rate matrix Q obtained by taking the Kronecker product of the matrices Q (k) . Transitions take place only when one of the components changes (the event of two or more simultaneous changes has probability 0). The ow function f on I becomes (for i = (i 1) ; : : : ; i (K) )) f(i) = r(i) ? c = P K k=1 r (k) (i (k) ) ? c. In this way we return to the situation of the previous sections. Let us concentrate on the variational problem (12) . (1) ; : : :; (K) ), with (k) a probability measure on I (k) . Then, using independence of the di erent input processes, the variational problem may be rewritten to = inf
(see lemma 6 of 20]). Solving this optimisation program we nd the most likely empirical behaviour (k) of the chains X k on the`route to over ow'. However, two drawbacks are attached to this approach. There is the possible creation of a large number of states of the global chain X bringing numerical di culties to execute the optimisation program. Secondly, suppose that we have calculated the optimal drift characteristics, then we can use rule (4) to derive the optimal 'global' rate matrix Q for running quick simulations. But it is not clear how this translates to the Markov chains individually.
Fortunately, we can use the concept of e ective bandwidth and reduce the numerical task to variational problems involving the ow characteristics of a single source only.
De ne for positive x and k = 1; : : : ; K (k) (x) = inf H A (k) ( (k) ) hr (k) ; (k) i ? x (27) where in mum is taken from all probability measures (k) on I (k) such that the denominator is positive. When we would have a single source with input characteristics Q (k) ; r (k) and when the bu er output rate would be x, then (27) is similar to the variational problems of section 3, and its value (k) (x) is the decay rate for the loss probability as in (25). The following appealing result relates the value of the multi input variational problem (26) and the single input problems (27). 
(ii) Find positive x (1) ; : : :; x (K) such that P K k=1 x (k) = c and all (k) (x (k) ) are equal. Let (k) be the optimal measure for (k) (x (k) ). Then
The numbers x (k) solving (28) are now commonly known as e ective bandwidths e.g. 9, 11, 13, 15] ). In conjunction with rule (4) they provide us the optimal twisted rate matrices Q (k) for executing quick simulations:
such that the cycle property (ii) holds for each pair of rate matrices Q (k) ; Q (k) .
Two examples
The rst example is the famous model with twistfactor = 0:2689 and e ective bandwidths x (1) = 0:5315 for all sources in group 1 and x (2) = 0:4942 for the sources in group 2. The new drift becomes 5:6794.
The tables give results about the estimated over ow probability^ for several bu er sizes B, the execution time in seconds and the number of cycles it took on a NeXT workstation. The simulations are executed until the relative e ciency t ^ =^ = 10% for = 95% (see section 1). Also estimates of the long run average number of lost arrivals (denoted ) are given. The relative e ciency of these estimates is in all cases between 13% and 15%. Finally, an indication of the empirical behaviour of the modulating chains until over ows (in the direct simulations) is shown in the fourth column which presents the simulated average drift of the bu er contents in over ow cycles (until over ow). One should compare this with the`most likely drift' which is the equilibrium drift of the bu er under the new twisted measure (i.e. respectively 2:5641 and 5:6794).
The results clearly show the exponential explosion for time and cycles in the direct simulation procedure, when the bu er size increases. On the other hand, the direct simulations require a (nearly) constant number of cycles which may be concluded from section 4.
Conclusions
In this paper we have derived a simple rule for determining new rate matrix for the input modulating Markov chain of a continuous ow bu er system. The rule is based on embedding a random walk on the free bu er process at return times of the chain to a xed state and twisting the cumulative distribution function of the bu er increment during the return times. We have shown that the equilibrium empirical behaviour of the new chain equals the atypical empirical behaviour of the original chain when the bu er contents grows from empty to high levels. Moreover, simulations of the bu er process applying the new rates are asymptotically optimal, in the sense that the variance of the estimator of the loss probability shows aymptotic behaviour (for large bu ers) proportionally to the loss probability. Finally, we indicated how to extend the results to bu er with multi independent input sources.
